
Name: ____________________________________

Vocabulary
Chapters 29 - 35

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. The lizards took refuge under the large rocks as the rain began to fall.

a.  dinner b.  friends

c.  shelter d.  baths

 2. I started to become delirious after working outside in the hot sun.  

a.  hot b.  unable to think clearly

c.  thirsty d.  unable to sleep

 

 3. In the distance, Emma saw a bright orange glow shining out from the horizon.

a.  sunset b.  place where sun and clouds meet

c.  sunrise d.  place where earth and sky meet

 

 4. Max felt very feeble after having the stomach flu all week.

a.  weak b.  tired

c.  confused d.  ill

 

 5. Eli thought he saw a waterfall, but he quickly realized that was just a mirage.  

a.  dream b.  something that appears to be real but isn't

c.  pond d.  something that changes shape
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ANSWER KEY

Vocabulary
Chapters 29 - 35

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. The lizards took refuge under the large rocks as the rain began to fall.  c

a.  dinner b.  friends

c.  shelter d.  baths

 2. I started to become delirious after working outside in the hot sun.  b  

a.  hot b.  unable to think clearly

c.  thirsty d.  unable to sleep

 

 3. In the distance, Emma saw a bright orange glow shining out from the horizon.   d

a.  sunset b.  place where sun and clouds meet

c.  sunrise d.  place where earth and sky meet

 

 4. Max felt very feeble after having the stomach flu all week.  a

a.  weak b.  tired

c.  confused d.  ill

 

 5. Eli thought he saw a waterfall, but he quickly realized that was just a mirage.  b 

a.  dream b.  something that appears to be real but isn't

c.  pond d.  something that changes shape
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